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Subject: Happy Financial New Year half price offer for you , & Happy hours too

Dear Larissa,
Have you made any Financial New Year resolutions? Do they fit with your significant other? What if you
don't end up with the happy ever after (yes, research shows the majority of us end up with 2 - 3
significant relationships in life)? Remember, even if you're in a long term relationship and haven't yet,
you can create a Binding Financial Agreement or BFA. In the Army BFA meant Basic Fitness
Assessment so take my word when I say the financial BFA is less painful! And I often joke that I'll get
a husband before a tattoo because I can get rid of him easier than the tattoo. Seriously, it eases
everyone's anguish in separation if the financial discussion was settled when things were going well
(again, speaking from experience ;-)
So here's a special Financial New Year offer for you if you'd like to explore your financial and
intimate relationship further (including that most important relationship with yourself). The Bedside
Guide to S&M: How to have Sizzling S** and More Money in your relationship is HALF PRICE until 31st
July (ie get $10 cash sent back inside the book once purchased - cheques sent for international
purchases). The book must be alright as my neighbour came and asked me for another copy for her
hairdresser! So Hppy New Year - here's to a new bank balance!!
Wishing you a healthy mind, body AND wallet!
Larissa Zimmerman, aka Your Money Mistress: Whipping wallets into shape ('Link In' with me)
BSc (Maths) plus a few other pieces of paper
If you want to be Financially Fit ASK US HOW: call 1300 YES NOW (1300 937 669)
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Hi Larissa,
If you'd like to come to National Financial Fitness' Happy hours in Canberra ACT on the 29th Aug or Campbelltown NSW on the
5th Sep please let me know for catering purposes. Open to everyone and complementary, it will be an informal, educational
gathering. I look forward to seeing you!
Until next time, stay healthy, happy & wealthy, inside & out!
National Financial Fitness : Australia wide Government accredited training, supporting the Wilderness Society and more

Thank you... To the Canberra Women's Information Referral Service, for asking me to do a series of workshops.
There isn't a link available at the moment however they will run from 28 - 30 August with more information
available by ringing 02 6205 1075. Sorry guys, ladies only but you can come along to the Happy Hours (see
above).

Life's lighter side
to good health

Please accept that no offence is intended. If you have a sense of humour, you are on the way

There is no place like home, which is why I go out every night.
There is one advantage to being poor. Doctors will cure you faster. Larissa's note: I did hear that in the private
health system they send you for every test to work out what it isn't whereas in the public system they try to find it
as fast as possible and get you back out on the street ;-)
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